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FIJ diversity fellow receives
prestigious journalism prize
Jaeah Lee, a member of FIJ’s inaugural class
of diversity fellows, received the first American
Mosaic Journalism Prize for her previous
reporting and writing on gun violence.
The award includes a $100,000 cash prize and
recognizes Lee for work published by California
Sunday Magazine, Vice and Mother Jones.
Lee is currently completing her FIJ/Schuster
Institute diversity fellowship project.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MONTH

FIJ/Schuster Institute diversity fellow continues to
shine light on juvenile incarceration

Reminder: The next deadline to apply for a
grant is Monday, Feb. 5. FIJ will award up to
$10,000 for each grant, which can be used
by freelance and independent investigative
journalists for travel, acquiring documents and
other reporting expenses. A select number of
grant recipients will also be assigned mentors.
Deadlines for two additional 2018 application
rounds have also be set for May 7 in the spring
and September 24 in the fall.
ment bureaucracy. The series also documented the dilemma
of competing priorities between public flood-control projects
and private loss.
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